Date

Time
Title
9.00 - 10.50
Management of Difficult Oral and
Maxillofacial Cases in Dogs and Cats I

Tutor
Cost
Frank
Verstraete/
Boaz Arzi

14.30 - 15.20 Dentistry in exotic companion mammals Vladimir Jekl

Duration
Management of difficult oral and maxillofacial cases in veterinary
medicine is becoming more common and receiving wider acceptance.
However, these challenging cases require special considerations,
preparations as well as instrumentation and training. Each patient has its
30 € own circumstances such as fracture configuration, congenital defects,
50 min
critical size defects as well as possible concomitant medical issues.
Therefore, the aim of the present interactive session is to discuss our
experience in managing a variety of difficult oral and maxillofacial
disorders such as trauma, congenital disorders, TMJ ankylosis and
reconstructive surgery. We will discuss consideration in preoperative
planning such as the use of computed tomography and 3D modeling.
Finally, surgical techniques and recent innovations will also be discussed
30 € in an interactive fashion.
50 min

02/06/18

30 €
16.30 - 17.20 Interpretation of Dental Radiograph

Leen Verhaert

Summary

Dentistry in exotic companion mammals is a quickly developing area of
companion animal dentistry as more and more clients seeking for the best
care for their pets. This is particularly true in herbivorous species with
completely elodont dentition, such are rabbits, guinea pigs, chinchillas
and degus. Studies published in recent years showed that the prevalence
of dental disease in these species ranging from 32 to 60 % (Crossley 2001,
Jekl et al. 2008, 2011, Minarikova et al 2015). In contrast to the growth of
this field of veterinary dentistry, the prevention of the dental disease is
still unsatisfactory and some inappropriate techniques (e.g. incisor clinical
crown high adjustment, inappropriate odontogenic abscess treatment)
are still performed in the veterinary practice. Moreover, feeding exotic
companion mammals is still a primary concern of dental health.
Interactive session will be held in a fashion – you are asking and you will
have your answer.

50 min
Radiographic examination is essential for correct diagnosis and
monitoring of progression or resolution of dental disease, for monitoring
outcome of treatment, and many procedures can only be performed
under radiographic control.
In this session radiographs of many different oral and dental pathologies
will be shown for interpretation by the attendants, with the help of the
lecturer. This session is intended for veterinarians with at least a basic
30 € experience in dentistry and dental radiography and is highly interactive. 50 min

